• Study of non-inductive current is one of key issues to control plasma confinement in tokamaks and S/H systems • In S/H systems, no Ohmic current is required for plasma equilibrium
• However, the bootstrap current is inherently driven due to plasma pressure, affecting MHD equilibrium and stability due to the change in rotational transform
• Electron cyclotron current drive (ECCD) is recognized as a useful scheme for the suppression of MHD modes, high performance and/or full non-inductive operations
• ECCD is considered to suppress the bootstrap current in order to avoid the MHD instabilities or to make local strong magnetic shear
Motivation
Degraded confinement due to low order resonances at low β,  no shear: TJ-II ECH discharge with induced OH current •time evolution of effective Xe (obtained from power balance calculations). Te profiles from ECE diagnostic •estimated time evolution of iota (assuming total current due to OH transformer): it is forced to flatten so that 3/2 occupies part of the plasma with no shear. 
ECCD Experiment in W7-AS
• ECCD was investigated with an ECRH power of up to 1.3 MW at 140 GHz
• Highly localized EC current up to 20 kA were estimated • The linear prediction is in reasonably agreement with the current balance except for low-density discharges with highly peaked on-axis deposition 
Reversal of EC Current Direction
• ECCD is driven much at low n e /high Te, ripple top heating
• The EC current is reversed at ripple bottom heating • Rotational transform profile has been measured in LHD by MSE diagnostic
• Co-ECCD increases the central rotational transform, and vice versa.
• This tendency qualitatively agrees with the direction of poloidal magnetic field generated by the measured EC current 
